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Abstract

For the estimation of constants in the standard restricted isometry con-
dition for a tight frame, the techniques adapted from the closely related
area of Sparse Principal Component Analysis are applied. Based on the
paper of M.Journee, Yu.Nesterov, P.Richtarik, and R.Sepulchre (2010),
we consider the related parametrized l1-penalty optimization problem
and propose an algorithm for the solution of corresponding nonlinear
eigenvalue problems arising from the optimality conditions. A general-
ization of the method for the case of complex-valued data is developed.
The efficiency of the proposed method is verified by numerical results
obtained for several important test examples. The computed bounds
are compared with the exact values obtained by direct search, and with
the lower bounds expressed in terms of extreme roots of the properly
parametrized Jacobi polynomials.

1 Introduction

The construction and analysis of the so-called low-coherence redundant bases is a hot topic in data retrieval
and processing during past few decades. Presented in the form of rectangular matrices, such objects are used,
for instance, in compressed sensing technologies, see, e.g., recent book [Foucart & Rauhut, 2013] and survey
[Casazza & Kutyniok, 2013]. Considering a complex-valued rectangular matrix A ∈ Cm×n, where m < n, it is
required that any m× k submatrix

AJ = [aj1 | . . . |ajk ], 1 ≤ j1 < . . . < jk ≤ n, (1)

of A has full column rank. Here k ≤ m is as large as possible and J = {j1, . . . , jk} is an arbitrary ordered
subset of pairwise distinct indices. Moreover, certain practical considerations lead to the requirement of well-
conditioning for any such submatrix AJ . The latter assumption is often characterized by the presence of the
restricted isometry property (hereafter RIP) of the kth order, requiring that the inequalities

1− δ1(k;A) ≤ ∥Az∥2/∥z∥2 ≤ 1 + δ2(k;A) (2)

hold with some 0 < δ1(k;A) < 1 and δ2(k;A) > 0 for all sparse n-vectors z ∈ Cn such that ∥z∥0 ≤ k (hereafter,
∥z∥0 denotes the number of nonzero components of the vector z). We will consider the optimum (unimprovable)
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bounds in (2), which are defined via minimum and maximum eigenvalues of k×k matrices AH
J AJ , where k ≤ m,

as follows:

1− δ1(k;A) = min
|J|=k

λmin(A
H
J AJ ), (3)

1 + δ2(k;A) = max
|J|=k

λmax(A
H
J AJ ). (4)

Here and further on, ∥z∥2 = zHz is the squared Euclidean norm of z, and BH is the conjugate transpose of B.
Note that the problem under consideration can be readily reformulated in terms of the Gram matrix

G = AHA (5)

as the problem of finding maximum sparse eigenpairs of a Hermitian nonnegative definite matrices G and
ξI − ηG (with properly chosen positive constants ξ and η, see Section 3.2 below). Hence, as it was noticed
in [d’Aspremont et al., 2008], the evaluation of the RIP constants is equivalent to the solution of a pair of
sparse Principal Component Analysis (Sparse PCA) problems. A survey of sparse PCA applications and an
efficient algorithm for approximate solution of the problem (in the case of real-valued matrix G) can be found
in [Journee et al., 2010]. Recall that in [Tillmann & Pfetsch, 2014], the NP-hardness of the exact evaluation of
RIP constants was shown.

In this paper, we will restrict the exposition by the case of “equal norm tight frames”, that is, we assume that

Diag(AHA) = In and AAH =
n

m
Im (6)

(such properties typically correlate with better RIP constants, and therefore are advantageous from the appli-
cation viewpoint). We will present a reformulation of the Generalized Power Method of [Journee et al., 2010]
applicable to the analysis of complex-valued matrices A (whereas its original version can only be applied to real-
valued data). Moreover, the proposed algorithm is targeted to approximation of the functions of k = 1, 2, . . . ,m
defined by (3) and (4) rather than to solving a typical Sparse PCA problem (such as extracting a single sparse
dominant principal component of the data matrix A).

2 Setting of the Optimization Problem

According to the above discussion, the original sparse PCA problem is set (with account of (5)) as

zk = arg max
∥z∥0=k

zHGz

zHz
, or zk = arg max

∥z∥0=k

∥Az∥
∥z∥

.

Next we consider an L1-relaxation of this problem and its reformulation.

2.1 Parametrized L1-relaxation of Sparse PCA Problem

Following [Journee et al., 2010] and recalling that ∥z∥1 =
∑n

j=1 |zj |, let us replace the original problem by

z(γ) = arg max
∥z∥=1

(√
zHGz − γ∥z∥1

)
, or z(γ) = arg max

∥z∥=1
(∥Az∥ − γ∥z∥1) ,

where γ is a positive parameter which controls the sparsity degree k = ∥z∥0. As follows from the discussion in
Section 2.1 of [Journee et al., 2010], if A is a column normalized matrix (that is, (G)j,j = 1 for all j by (5) and
(6)), then it suffices to consider the variation of the parameter in the range 0 < γ < 1. Note that larger values
of γ typically correspond to smaller values of k.

2.2 Reformulation of the Optimization Problem

Using the representation ∥v∥ = max∥x∥=1 |xHv| with v = Az, one has, similar to [Journee et al., 2010] and
[d’Aspremont et al., 2008],

max
∥z∥=1

(∥Az∥ − γ∥z∥1) = max
∥z∥=1

(
max
∥x∥=1

|xHAz| − γ∥z∥1

)
= max

∥x∥=1
max
∥z∥=1

(
|xHAz| − γ∥z∥1

)
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= max
∥x∥=1

max
∥z∥=1

n∑
j=1

|zj |
(
|(AHx)j | − γ

)
=

max
∥x∥=1

n∑
j=1

(
|(AHx)j | − γ

)2
+

1/2

,

where (α)+ = max(0, α). The last equality follows from the use of the closed-form solution of the maximization
problem by z (cf. formula (8) in [Journee et al., 2010]). The optimality conditions for the arising problem have
the form

g(x) = µx, xHx = 1, (7)

where

g(x) =

n∑
j=1

aja
H
j x

(
1− γ/|aHj x|

)
+
. (8)

Here aj is the jth column of A, so that (AHx)j = aHj x, and µ is a positive scalar.

Recall that our purpose is to find the spectral bounds (3) and (4) as functions of the discrete argument k.
Therefore, one needs a reasonable strategy to reduce the number of different problems (7) to solve.

3 Generalized Power Method for RIP Spectral Bounds Problem

Below we propose a construction of rather small discrete set of values for the penalty parameter γ still allowing
to estimate the required spectral bounds for all k = 2, . . . ,m.

In accordance with the hardness result [Tillmann & Pfetsch, 2014], the iterative approximation to the solution
of equation (7) may not, in general, deliver the global optimum. Therefore, the use of many iteration restarts is
necessary to obtain a satisfactory result. On the other hand, a high-performance implementation of such method
on modern supercomputers is straitforward due to its inherently parallel structure.

3.1 Estimating the Upper Spectral Bound

The method is based on the variation of the penalty parameter using the formula

γ(l) = γ1 + (γ2 − γ1)l/lmax, l = 0, . . . , lmax, (9)

where 0 < γ1 < γ2 < 1. The variation of quasirandom initial guess for the vector x is made by the use of the
so-called logistic sequence with starting term equal to γl:

ξi = 1− 2ξ2i−1, i = 1, . . . , n, ξ0 = γl,

and the sth initial guess is formed as

yi = ξi + iξi−1, x(0) = y/∥y∥

(here and elsewhere, we denote i =
√
−1).

For each l we perform a sufficient number of power iterations (exactly the same as in Algorithm 2 in
[Journee et al., 2010] except of specialization (8) for g(·)):

x(t+1) = g(x(t))/∥g(x(t))∥, t = 0, 1, . . . , tmax.

As the main result of iterations, one can consider the index set

J (t) = {j1, . . . , jk} iff |aHjsx
(t)| > γ, s = 1, . . . , k.

Using J (t) corresponding to a well-converged value of µ(t) = ∥g(x(t))∥, one then finds the maximum eigenvalue of
the matrix AH

J AJ . The latter is taken as an approximation from below to the quantity max|J|=k λmax(A
H
J AJ).
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3.2 Estimating the Lower Spectral Bound

In order to reduce the problem size, we will use the standard Naimark complement techniques, see, e.g.,
[Casazza et al., 2013]. Recall that the Naimark complement of an m× n tight frame A is the (n−m)× n
tight frame B satisfying, in particular, the identity mAHA + (n −m)BHB = nIn. Thus, we first evaluate the
Gram matrix of B:

G =
n

n−m
In − m

n−m
AHA.

Next we obtain explicitly the Naimark complement B using, for instance, the first n−m steps of the Cholesky
factorization (with complete diagonal pivoting) applied to G:

G = PTUHUP, B = UP,

where U is an upper trapezoidal (n−m)× n-matrix and P is a permutation matrix. Finally, we apply the
algorithm of the above Subsection to the matrix B (of course, with replacement of m by n−m in (??)), and the
required result readily follows from the obvious relation

AH
J AJ =

n

m
Ik − n−m

m
BH

J BJ ,

holding for any index subset J , which yields

min
|J|=k

λmin(A
H
J AJ) =

n

m
− n−m

m
max
|J|=k

λmax(B
H
J BJ).

In fact, this means that one should use the index subsets J arising in the generalized power algorithm applied
to B in order to form matrices AH

J AJ and to determine their minimum eigenvalues.

4 Theoretical Spectral Bounds for an Arbitrary Tight Frame

In absence of fast algorithms for determining the exact values of RIP constants, it is useful to have at least
“inner” bounds for these quantities. Such bounds (in general, not tight for k ≥ 4) were found in [Kaporin, 2017].

Theorem. Let A be an m× n tight frame, where m < n. Then, in the RIP condition of the form

∥z∥0 ≤ k → 0 < 1− δ1(k) ≤ ∥Az∥2/∥z∥2 ≤ 1 + δ2(k), (10)

the best possible RIP constants

δ1(k) = 1− min
|J|=k

λmin(A
H
J AJ ), δ2(k) = max

|J|=k
λmax(A

H
J AJ)− 1

must satisfy

δ1(k) ≥ 1− n

2m

(
1− ρmax(k,m, n)

)
, δ2(k) ≥

n

2m

(
1− ρmin(k,m, n)

)
− 1, (11)

where ρmin(k,m, n) and ρmax(k,m, n) are the smallest and the largest roots of the Jacobi polynomial

P
(m−k,n−m−k)
k (x), respectively.
In other words, for a prescribed size parameters k,m, n the quantities δ1 and δ2 will be separated from zero

below as indicated above for any choice of elements in A.

5 Description of Test Problems

We will consider several tight frames of the sizes n ≈ m2, as well as another cases with n ≈ 2m, all of them having
rather good conditioning. Recall that the coherence between the columns of normalized frame A is measured by
the parameter

µ(A) = max
k ̸=l

|aHk al| ≥
√

n−m

(n− 1)m
,

which is always positive if n > m. The smaller this value, the better is the performance of compressed sensing
algorithms, at least within the limits predicted by related theory. The inequality presents the Welch bound
[Welch, 1974]. The equality in the Welch bound is attained for certain m and n if there exists the corresponding
optimum equiangular tight frame (further on ETF).
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5.1 Partial DFT Tight Frames

The partial Discrete Fourier Transform (further on DFT) matrices are both well explored theoretically and
important in applications. Generally, these are determined by

(A)i,j =
1√
m

exp

(
2πi

n
d(i)j

)
, (12)

0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ d(0) < . . . ≤ d(m− 1) ≤ n− 1,

that is, A is formed by picking out of the n × n DFT matrix a subset of its m pairwise different rows. More-
over, it is known that such matrix is an optimum equiangular tight frame if n = m2 −m+ 1 and the sequence
{d(j)|j = 0, . . . ,m− 1} forms the so called difference set, see, e.g., [Strohmer & Heath, 2003].

We will consider the following equiangular tight frames based on difference sets. Using in (12) the Singer
difference set for m = 17 and n = 273 given by

d(i) ∈ {0, 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 90, 116, 127, 136, 181, 194, 204, 233, 238, 255},

see [Hall, 1956, Xia et al., 2005, LJ2017], we derive complex-valued test matrix denoted as SINGER17x273.
Recall that it possess the ETF property with µ(A) =

√
m− 1/m.

Another test matrix is defined by the choice m = 31 and n = 63 in (12) with

d(i) ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 27, 28, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 45, 49, 51, 54, 56, 57, 60},

and we will refer it to as SINGER31x63.

5.2 Biangular Tight Frame Based on Chirp Functions

Following constructions described in [Strohmer & Heath, 2003, Applebaum et al., 2009], we consider normalized
tight frame determined as

(A)i,j =
1√
m

exp

(
2πi

m
(ij1 + i2j2)

)
, 0 ≤ i, j1, j2 ≤ m− 1, j = j1 +mj2, (13)

where m is a prime number not smaller than 5, and n = m2. Here we use m = 17, and the resulting normalized
tight frame is referred below as CHIRP17x289. Note that the pairwise correlation between columns of such
matrices takes values 0 or 1/

√
m, i.e. the frame is biangular.

5.3 Equivolume Tight Frame Based on Conference Matrices

The following construction for n = 2m, where m = 2q, and q = 1, 2, . . .was proposed in [Kaporin, 2015]. These
matrices have an unique property of coincidence of values of all principal minors of the third order in the Gram
matrix AHA. (Recall that ETF property is equivalent to the coincidence of valied for all second order minors of
AHA). Thus, A has optimum RIP constants δ1(k) and δ2(k) not only for k = 2, but also for k = 3. Such matrix
A is constructed as follows:

A = [(α+ (m− 1)βγ)Im + i(β + αγ)Cm | ((m− 1)βγ − iαγ)Im + (βγ + iαγ)Cm],

where

α =

√
2m− 1 +

√
2m2 −m

2m
, β = −

√
2m− 1−

√
2m2 −m

2m2 −m
, γ =

1√
2m− 1

,

and the skew-symmetric conference matrices Cm are determined recursively as

C2 =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
, C2s =

[
Cs Cs − Is

Cs + Is −Cs

]
, s = 2, 4, 8, . . . , 2q−1.

Simultaneous change of sign at
√
2m2 −m in the expressions for α and β gives another family of equivolume

tight frames with the same properties. For testing, we used m = 32 and the corresponding matrix is referred to
as CONFSK32x64.
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6 Test Results and Discussion

In Tables below, we present the following three types of data:
(i) the exact values of λexact

min and λexact
max representing the RIP bounds (3) and (4), respectively, obtained (if

available) by the direct search over all possible index subsets J (shown in the 2nd and 7th columns of tables);
(ii) the approximations λiter

min and λiter
max for the RIP bounds (3) and (4), respectively, obtained by the use of

the generalized power method of Section 3 with lmax = 10000 and tmax = 200 (shown in the 3rd and 6th columns
of tables);

(iii) the values of theoretical estimates λest
min and λest

max for the RIP bounds (3) expressed via the extreme roots
of the Jacobi polynomials as asserts Theorem in Section 4 (shown in the 4th and 5th columns of tables).

Note that, by the definition, for every fixed k it holds

λexact
min ≤ λiter

min ≤ λest
min < λest

max ≤ λiter
max ≤ λexact

max .

6.1 Test Results for SINGER17x273 and CHIRP17x289

An interesting observation following from the data presented in Tables 1 and 2 is that the equiangularity property
is not sufficient for the best conditioning of the tight frame (compare the data for k = 6). One can also notice
that the theoretical bounds λest

min and λest
max are getting the more and more loose as the sparsity parameter

k increases. Additionally, the four last lines in the Table clearly indicate that the RIP property cannot be
adequately characterised by the single quantity δ(k) since λmax(A

H
J AJ ) may simply be larger than 2.

The approximations to the RIP spectral bounds obtained by the generalized power method are remarkably
close to their exact values (whenever the latter are available).

Table 1: Results obtained for SINGER17x273 test matrix

k λexact
min λiter

min λest
min λest

max λiter
max λexact

max

2 0.764705 0.764705 0.764705 1.235294 1.235294 1.235294
3 0.529511 0.529513 0.610996 1.423842 1.470556 1.470588
4 0.295141 0.295141 0.496458 1.589132 1.705335 1.705657
5 0.142126 0.142126 0.405971 1.739835 1.940651 1.941176
6 0.0 0.0 0.332152 1.880286 2.175688 2.176470
7 0.0 0.0 0.270764 2.013013 2.411764 n/a
8 0.0 0.0 0.219119 2.139645 2.614694 n/a
9 0.0 0.0 0.175390 2.261301 2.840312 n/a

Table 2: Results obtained for CHIRP17x289 test matrix

k λexact
min λiter

min λest
min λest

max λiter
max λexact

max

2 0.757464 0.757464 0.764297 1.235702 1.242535 1.242535
3 0.514928 0.514928 0.610436 1.424666 1.485071 1.485071
4 0.272393 0.272393 0.495848 1.590380 1.727606 1.727606
5 0.164500 0.164500 0.405363 1.741519 1.944834 1.944834
6 0.071470 0.080396 0.331575 1.882415 2.171241 2.171241
7 n/a 0.037318 0.270234 2.015598 2.379614 n/a
8 n/a 0.025543 0.218646 2.142695 2.590712 n/a
9 n/a 0.009153 0.174979 2.264826 2.813357 n/a

6.2 Test Results for SINGER31x63 and CONFSK32x64

An analysis of the data presented in Tables 3 and 4 shows that two equiangular tight frames of near the same size
may differ considerably in conditioning. In general, it seems that better conditioning of frames with elements
equal to complex roots of unity is correlated with the lower degrees of the roots. This conjecture may explain why
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Table 3: Results obtained for SINGER31x63 test matrix

k λexact
min λiter

min λest
min λest

max λiter
max λexact

max

2 0.870967 0.870967 0.870967 1.129032 1.129032 1.129032
3 0.742018 0.742018 0.776686 1.223666 1.258064 1.258064
4 0.613090 0.613090 0.699788 1.301082 1.386262 1.387096
5 0.506383 0.508021 0.633917 1.367573 1.512575 1.516129
6 0.388512 0.388512 0.575911 1.426268 1.615928 1.645161
7 0.332970 0.332970 0.523929 1.478993 1.705561 1.774193
8 0.266829 0.266829 0.476788 1.526919 1.788357 1.840001
9 0.217257 0.217257 0.433675 1.570852 1.832258 1.905896
10 n/a 0.162697 0.394005 1.611372 1.892932 n/a
11 n/a 0.116808 0.357339 1.648913 1.942023 n/a
12 n/a 0.057246 0.323339 1.683812 1.991718 n/a
13 n/a 0.042094 0.291739 1.716331 2.009415 n/a
14 n/a 0.026014 0.262325 1.746683 2.024496 n/a
15 n/a 0.021193 0.234925 1.775040 2.032258 n/a
16 n/a 0.012760 0.209394 1.801545 2.032258 n/a

the current frame-related research is biased towards various generalizations of equiangular frame constructions
such as fusion frames, biangilar frames, etc.

In the case n ≈ 2m, one observes a much better agreement of theoretical bounds λest
min and λest

max with the
exact spectral bounds.

In comparison with the cases n ≈ m2, one can notice an even better quality of the approximations obtained
by the generalized power method for the RIP spectral bounds, especially for the test case CONFSK32x64.

6.3 How to Choose γ1 and γ2

First one uses a uniform sweep over (0,1) in order to roughly localize the desirable range of values for the penalty
parameter γ (e.g. resulting in 1 < k < m). Next one uses the results of the first rough sweep to determine a
much more tight range of values [γ1, γ2] for the penalty parameter:

7 Conclusions

Based on analysis of exactly evaluated RIP constants in the standard restricted isometry condition, it was
observed that the conditioning of equiangular tight frames based on partial DFT and difference sets may be
inferior compared to other frame designs. This well agrees with the known fact that equiangularity alone does
not guarantee good RIP constants in general.

For the larger values of k (when the direct search for the exact spectral bounds has prohibitely large costs), a
version of the generalized power method [Journee et al., 2010] adjusted for the processing of complex-valued data
was developed, implemented and successively tested. A future research may be directed towards the certification
of optimality for the obtained solutions using SDP relaxation techniques similar to [d’Aspremont et al., 2008].
Also, certain more efficient strategies for the choice of parameter γ and initial guess x(0) may likely be found.
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Table 4: Results obtained for CONFSK32x64 test matrix

k λexact
min λiter

min λest
min λest

max λiter
max λexact

max

2 0.874011 0.874011 0.874011 1.125988 1.125988 1.125988
3 0.781782 0.781782 0.781782 1.218217 1.218217 1.218217
4 0.695837 0.695837 0.706435 1.293564 1.304162 1.304162
5 0.612248 0.612248 0.641796 1.358203 1.387751 1.387751
6 0.529805 0.529805 0.584789 1.415210 1.470194 1.470194
7 0.448009 0.448009 0.533626 1.466373 1.551990 1.551990
8 0.366614 0.366614 0.487157 1.512842 1.633385 1.633385
9 0.285485 0.285485 0.444592 1.555407 1.714514 1.714514
10 n/a 0.204542 0.405361 1.594638 1.795457 n/a
11 n/a 0.147006 0.369039 1.630960 1.852993 n/a
12 n/a 0.069238 0.335295 1.664704 1.930761 n/a
13 n/a 0.043024 0.303872 1.696127 1.956975 n/a
14 n/a 0.008097 0.274562 1.725437 1.991902 n/a
15 n/a 0.000000 0.247194 1.752805 2.000000 n/a
16 n/a 0.000000 0.221630 1.778369 2.000000 n/a

Table 5: Sufficient range of values for γ

Name of test matrix γ1 γ2
Confskew32x64 0.15 0.17
Confskew64x128 0.10 0.13
Chirp17x289(max) 0.36 0.38
Chirp17x289(min) 0.01 0.03
Singer17x273(max) 0.36 0.38
Singer17x273(min) 0.01 0.03
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